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Abstract—Most of the existing security primitives are based on hard AI problems. But these have
been underexplored. This paper introduce a novel family of graphical password build on top of
CAPTCHA technology. It is a combination of both CAPTCHA and a graphical password scheme.
Many online security problems like online dictionary attack, relay attacks, brute force attacks can be
overcomed by this scheme. Password can be found only probablistically in guessing attacks. The
system uses a novel face image CAPTCHA which are optimized using genetic learning algorithm.
The CAPTCHA combines touch based input methods favoured by mobile devices. They provide a
high level security toward automated computer attacks.
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security primitive

I.

INTRODUCTION

Creating graphic primitives based on hard AI problem is the fundamental task in security.
Several new paradigms have been introduced. The most noted and used is the CAPTCHA.
Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart or CAPTCHA have
been widely used to prevent automated attacks. The require a user to perform a task that are easy for
humans but difficult for computers. They are mostly added with the login system of websites. They
thus provide an additional layer of security when paired with the login systems. There are mainly
three types of CAPTCHA: image based, text based, video or audio based. Among these types text
based CAPTCHA is commonly used. It provide the user with an image of visually distorted text. The
user has to identify the alphabets and type the corresponding letters.
However the CAPTCHA technology have limited success as compared with cryptographic
primitives based on hard AI problem. The proposed method introduces a The proposed system
introduce a novel family of graphical password build on top of CAPTCHA technology which can be
called CaRP (Captcha as gRaphical Password). It is a click based password in which a sequence of
click on a face image CAPTCHA is used to derive a password.
CaRP have generic and simple notion with multiple instantiations. CaRP offer protection against
online dictionary attacks, relay attacks, which have been considered as a major security threat in
online services. Defense against online attack is given by several counter methods. But they do not
work well due to two reasons



It causes deniel of service attack and also incures expensive helpdesk cost on account
reactivation.
It is vulnerable to global password attacks

CaRP also offers protection against relay attacks which is an increasing threat to bypass
CAPTCHA protection. It is robust to shoulder surfing attack when combined to dual view
technology. CaRP requires solving a CAPTCHA challenge in every login attempts. The CAPTCHA
used in the system is an optimized face image CAPTCHA called fgCAPTCHA. It leverages touch
screen technology in mobile devices tha make CAPTCHAs more user friendly and intuitive. The
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fgCAPTCHA is a CAPTCHA that consist of a composite background pattern and a set of images.
Inorder to solve the CAPTCHA the user have to select the images that are given as password during
registration of the user.
The typical application scenario of using captcha as graphical password include




Carp can be applied to touch screen devices where typing password is cumbersome. The
input devices available for touch screen technology is limited.
The use of face image CAPTCHA instead of text captcha makes the system language
independent.
The can avoid online dictionary attacks, brute force attack, relay attacks and increase
spammer’s operating cost. This can reduce spam emails.

The remaining part of paper is organized as follows: Background and Related Work is presented in
Section II. The Proposed method is presented in Section III. Section IV include the Conclusion.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Graphical password
There are a large number of graphical passwords proposed. They can be classified as three
according to the task involved in memorizing and entering passwords. They are recognition, recall,
cued recall.
A scheme which requires identifying among decoys the visual objects belonging to a password
portfolio was proposed in [1]. A user selects a portfolio of faces from a database in creating a
password. A panel of candidate faces is presented during authentication. The user selects the faces
belonging to her portfolio .By using different panel this process is repeated in several rounds. The
correct selection of faces results in successful login.
In a recall based scheme the user is asked to regenerate the same interaction result without
cueing. In Draw A Secret [2] system the user draws her password on a 2D grid. This sequence of
grid cells are encoded along the drawing path as a user.
In case of cued recall scheme [3] an external cue is provided to help memorize and enter a
password. In this scheme the user is asked to select a sequence of points anywhere on an image in
creating a password and re clicking the same sequence during authentication.
From all these three types recognition is considered the most easiest for human memory and pure
recall is the hardest.
B. Captcha
Captcha are used to determine between human and computers. There are mainly two types of
visual Captcha: text Captcha and Image Recognition Captcha (IRC). Text captcha relies on
recognition of characters and Image Captcha relies on recognition of non character objects. Machine
recognition of non-character objects is far less capable than character recognition whereas IRCs rely
on the difficulty of object identification or classification, possibly combined with the difficulty of
object segmentation.
The idea of introducingboth captcha and password was first introduced in [4] which was called
Captcha- based Password Authentication. The protocol used in [4] requires inputting a valid pair or
user ID and password followed by solving a aptcha challenge.In recognition based graphical
passwords used in [5] [6] Captcha was also used. A text Captcha is displayed below each image and
the user is asked to locate her own pass image from decoy images followed by entering the
characters at specific location of the captcha below each pass image as her password during
authentication.
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PROPOSED WORK

3.1 CaRP Overview
Traditional approaches to counter guessing attacks aim at increasing the effective password space
to make password harder to guess. It thus require more number of trials. Even with a secure
graphical password scheme, the passwords can be found out using brute force attack.
CaRP uses a completely different approach to solve automated guessing attacks. It makes each trial
computationally independent of other trials.Thus a password can be found only probabilistically by
automated guessing attacks.
Carp uses an alphabet of visual objects(images of faces) to generate a Carp image which is also a
CAPTCHA. The main difference between CaRP and CAPTCHA image is that a CaRP image uses a
CAPTCHA that can be used by the user to derive a password. Many CAPTCHA schemes can be
converted to CaRP images .
Generally CaRP images are click-based graphical passwords. Based on the memory task in
memorizing and entering password the CaRP image can be classified as recognition and recognitionrecall. The proposed method uses recognition-recall method which requires recognizing the pre
specified image and also those images int the same order as entered during registration. The
recognition-recall method combines the task of both cued-recall and recognition. The recognitionbasedmethod retains the advantage of being easy for humans and cued recall makes the advantage of
large password space.
Any CAPTCHA schemes that rely on recognizing two or more predefined visual objects can be
converted to a CaRP image. Here the system uses an IRC(Image Recognition Captcha) whick consist
of several images of faces. The CAPTCHA used by the scheme is a genetically optimized face image
CAPTCHA(fgCAPTCHA) which is described in the next section.
3.2 Generation of fgCAPTCHA

Fig 1. The steps involved in generation of fgCAPTCHA

The generation process can be represented as,
C=f (nmin; nmax; width; height; Φ Iface; Inonface)

(1)

where function f creates a new CAPTCHA of dimensions width-by-height pixels, containing a total
of between nmin and nmax embedded images taken from sets Iface and Inonface. The different stages
involved in generation of fgCAPTCHA are as follows.
 Generate initial chromosome
The required number of sequence is generated.Sequence item consist of all the details regarding a
specific image like width, hieght, rotation, position etc.Rank of each sequence is calculated based on
overlap, color change, rotation and location.
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 Selection
If the specified number of sequence is 4 then the step results in creation of 8 sequence. The first 4
will be the same as in initial step and the remaining is selected based on rank. The sequence with
higher rank is taken when comparing two sequence
 Cross over
First 4 sequence remains unchanged. The remaining is taken 2 sequence at a time and the are
combined.
 Mutation
First 4 sequence remains unchanged The remaining sequence is taken one at a time and random
changes are made on each of them
 Best solution
The rank for all sequence is calculated Sequence are sorted based on rank’ First 4 sequence with
higher ranks are selected The process is repeated for specified number of rounds
3.3 Recognition-Recall CaRP
The user of the system is provided by a CAPTCHA during registering the account. The
CAPTCHA will be an fgCAPTCHA described as in the previous section. The user selects three
images from the CAPTCHA provided in a specific sequence. The backend database stores the
location and ID of those images along with their order that has been entered by the user. The three
selected image with that particular order now become the user’s password.During login the user first
enters the user id to retrieve the CAPTCHA. From the CAPTCHA the user selects the three images
in the same order as it has been selected during registration. The clicked positions are recorded and
compared with the values stored in the database to verify the user. If the user fails to select the
correct images in correct sequence the access is denied.
The maximum number of trials with invalid password is limited to three i.e. if any attacker tries
to guess the password will not be able to guess passwords more than three times. After three trials
the user id will be blocked inorder to ensure that no guessing is done.
IV.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new security primitive called CaRP relying on unsolved hard AI problems. It
introduces a new family of graphical password to counter online guessing attacks. The CaRP image
is also a CAPTCHA challenge and it make trials of an online guessing attack computationally
independant of each other. A desired security property offered by CaRP is that a password can be
found only probabilistically by online guessing attacks including brute force attack. The CAPTCHA
used in by CaRP is a genetically optimized face image CAPTCHA which works efficiently in touch
based technology used in tablets and smart phones and also in traditional computers. The CAPTCHA
offer low attack rates,high human accuracy rates, and convenient mobile device usage which
provides major improvements over existing desktop centric security CAPTCHAs in widespread use
today.
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